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Role of hemibonding in the structure and
ultraviolet spectroscopy of the aqueous
hydroxyl radical†

Bhaskar Rana and John M. Herbert *

The presence of a hemibond in the local solvation structure of the aqueous hydroxyl radical has long

been debated, as its appearance in ab initio simulations based on density functional theory is sensitive to

self-interaction error (favoring a two-center, three-electron hemibond) but also to finite-size effects.

Simulations reported here use a mixed quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) framework

in a very large periodic simulation cell, in order to avoid finite-size artifacts and to facilitate testing of

various density functionals, in order to probe the effects of delocalization error. The preponderance of

hemibonded structures predicted by generalized gradient approximations persists in simulations using

the hybrid functionals B3LYP and PBE0, but is reduced to a minor population if the fraction of exact

exchange is increased to 50%. The hemibonded population is also small in simulations employing the

long-range corrected functional LRC-oPBE. Electronic spectra are computed using time-dependent

density functional theory, and from these calculations emerges a consensus picture in which

hemibonded configurations play an outsized role in the absorption spectrum, even when present as a

minority species. An intense 1b2(H2O) - 2pp(�OH) charge-transfer transition in hemibonded

configurations of the radical proves to be responsible for an absorption feature at 230 nm that is

strongly shifted with respect to the gas-phase absorption at 307 nm, but this intense feature is

substantially diminished in aqueous geometries where the hemibond is absent. Although not yet

sufficient to quantitatively establish the population of hemibonded �OH(aq), these simulations do

suggest that its presence is revealed by the strongly shifted ultraviolet absorption spectrum of the

aqueous radical.

1 Introduction

The hydrated hydroxyl radical plays a significant role in bio-
logical, atmospheric, and industrial processes.1–5 The solvation
structure of �OH(aq) has long been studied via ab initio
molecular dynamics.6–22 Its diffusion constant23,24 is nearly
identical to water’s self-diffusion constant (see Table 1),25 and
is therefore much slower than the Grotuß-assisted diffusion of
either H+(aq) or OH�(aq),26–28 or the librationally-assisted
diffusion of e�(aq).29 What has proved most contentious,
however, is the putative existence of a two-center, three-
electron ‘‘hemibond’’ in the first solvation shell of �OH(aq).
An example of such a structure is shown in Fig. 1 for the
complex of �OH with a single water molecule.30 The hemi-
bonded motif is available due to a favorable overlap between

the singly-occupied 2pp molecular orbital (MO) of the radical
and the frontier 1b2 lone pair of a neighboring water
molecule.15 Sulfur–sulfur hemibonds have convincingly been
identified in gas-phase systems including (H2S)n

+,31–33

[(CH3)2S]2
+,34 and (CH3SH)2

+,35 and have long been discussed
in the context of aqueous pulse radiolysis experiments,36–39

where they might be born from sulfur-centered radical cations
that dimerize with a molecule of the parent species. Unequi-
vocal identification of hemibonding in �OH(aq) has proven
elusive, however.

Table 1 Diffusion constants for some aqueous species at 25 1C

Species D (Å2 ps�1) Ref.

H+ 0.93 28
H� 0.7–0.8 23
OH� 0.53 28
e� 0.48–0.49 23
H2O 0.23 25
HO� 0.21–0.23 23
Cl� 0.20 28
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Whereas definitive experimental evidence is lacking, there is
no shortage of ab initio molecular dynamics (aiMD) studies that
have identified the presence of hemibonding in �OH(aq).6–8,12–16

Looming over these studies, however, is the specter of self-
interaction error (SIE) in density functional theory (DFT).40

Over-delocalization of radical centers is a known artifact of
SIE,40–42 affecting such diverse systems as polarons in TiO2,43

hole defects in silica,44–46 cation radicals including ionized water
clusters47,48 and (guanine)2

+,49 anionic water clusters,50–52

radical-molecule complexes,53,54 and ion-radical complexes such
as HOCl�.55,56 In the latter case, SIE overstabilizes the hemi-
bonded configuration HO�� � �Cl�, relative to the hydrogen-
bonded geometry �OH� � �Cl�.55,56 Therefore when hemibonded
configurations of �OH(aq) were observed in early aiMD simula-
tions of �OH(aq), it was immediately considered that these might
be artifacts of SIE.6–8 More recently, however, this point of
view has been challenged by Kusalik and co-workers,12–15 as
discussed below.

A summary of previous aiMD simulations of �OH(aq) is
presented in Table 2. In some of these studies, the presence
of a hemibonded solvation motif manifests as a distinct feature
in the O*� � �O radial distribution function (RDF), where O*

denotes the oxygen atom of the radical. This feature, if present,

appears around rO�O � 2:3�2:4 Å. Vassilev et al.6,7 and
Khalack et al.9 performed aiMD simulations using the BLYP
functional,57,58 placing 31 waters (along with �OH) in the
simulation cell. A peak in the aforementioned RDF around

rO�O � 2:3 Å was attributed to an average coordination struc-
ture that is hemibonded, though it was acknowledged at the
time that this could be an artifact of SIE.6 Recognizing this,
VandeVondele and Sprik8 added an empirically-parameterized
self-interaction correction (SIC) to BLYP, and observed that the
hemibonded structures disappeared in simulations that
employed this BLYP-SIC functional. For a time, this study
cemented the conventional wisdom that the hemibonded
structure is an artifact of SIE.

However, this interpretation was subsequently challenged
by Codorniu-Hernández and Kusalik.12–15 These authors do
observe a hemibonded structure when �OH(aq) is simulated
in a periodic cell with N = 31 water molecules, using either the
BLYP or HCTH/12059 functionals with no SIC.12 When the
periodic cell is expanded to �OH(H2O)63, however, the hemi-
bonded configurations disappear. Later, these authors com-
puted potentials of mean force along the O*� � �O coordinate
using various functionals (in the larger simulation cell), and
demonstrated the existence of the hemibond as an alter-
native structure, with a barrier of 2–3 kcal mol�1 separating it
from the hydrogen-bonded structure.15 Although Codorniu-
Hernández et al.12,15 attribute the hemibonded solvation motif to
an artifact of finite simulation size, this does not entirely explain its
disappearance, in smaller simulations using N = 31 water mole-
cules, when a SIC is added to BLYP.8 In the larger (N = 63)
simulation cell, aiMD simulations suggest that the hemibonded
structure is absent whether a SIC is applied or not.20

The phenomenon of SIE is often associated with semilocal
functionals developed within the generalized gradient approxi-
mation (GGA), and hybrid functionals that introduce a fraction
of ‘‘exact’’ (Hartree–Fock) exchange are viewed as an antidote to
this problem. Especially in the condensed-matter simulation
community, we observe a tendency to view hybrid functionals

Fig. 1 Schematic view of the hemibonded H2O� � ��OH complex (opaque
models) along with a translucent hydroxyl radical in a hydrogen-bonded
orientation. Quantitative suggestions for the geometrical parameters that
define the hemibonded structure are taken from ref. 30.

Table 2 Summary of previous aiMD studies of �OH(aq), indicating whether or not the authors report a hemibonded solvation structure

Reference Unit cell Functional Hemibond? T (K)

Khalack and Lyubartsev9 (2004) �OH(H2O)31 BLYP | 310
Vassilev et al.6 (2005) �OH(H2O)31 BLYP | 300
VandeVondele and Sprik8 (2005) �OH(H2O)31 BLYP-SIC ‘ 350

Codorniu-Hernandez and Kusalik12 (2011) �OH(H2O)31 BLYP | 310
�OH(H2O)31 HCTH/120 | 310
�OH(H2O)63 BLYP ‘ 310
�OH(H2O)63 HCTH/120 ‘ 310

Genova et al.20 (2016) �OH(H2O)63 revAPBEK ‘ 340
�OH(H2O)63 revAPBEK-SIC ‘ 340

von Rudorff et al.16 (2017) �OH(H2O)31 BLYP+D3 | —
�OH(H2O)31 HSE06+D3 ‘ —

Apostolidou21 (2019) �OH(H2O)31 B3LYP+D3 ‘ 370
�OH(H2O)31 PBE0+D3 ‘ 370
�OH(H2O)31 HSE03+D3 ‘ 370
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such as PBE0,60 with 25% exact exchange, as being largely free
of the effects of SIE, although this is not true and does not
stand up to close scrutiny.61,62 Often, hybrids containing \50%
exact exchange are needed to substantially eliminate SIEs in
barrier heights,63,64 with deleterious effects on other predicted
properties.63 It is true, however, that the (de)localization of
an unpaired spin may correlate with the fraction of exact
exchange.44–46,49–51 Application of a SIC to the singly-occupied
MO (SOMO) also serves to localize the unpaired spin.49,52

Hybrid-functional aiMD simulations have recently been
brought to bear on �OH(aq) by Apostolidou,21 using the smaller
(N = 31) simulation cell in conjunction with the B3LYP,58,65

PBE0,60 and HSE0366 functionals. (Unlike other simulations
mentioned above, these ones also employed an empirical
dispersion correction, +D3.67) In these simulations, the average
structure is hydrogen-bonded rather than hemibonded,
despite the use of a smaller cell, suggesting perhaps a delicate
interplay between simulation size, SIE, and the structure that
is obtained. In the present work, we will use a quantum
mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) framework that
facilitates the use of a very large periodic cell, in order to avoid
any potential artifacts due to finite-size effects.

Apart from these questions regarding the structure of
�OH(aq), there have been separate experimental and theoretical
efforts to assign the peak in the ultraviolet (UV) absorption
spectrum of this species, and hemibonded configurations have
been suggested to play a role in its very intense absorption.30

In the gas phase, �OH absorbs at 307 nm (4.04 eV),68,69

corresponding to the Ã2S+(s2
lps

1
bp

4) ’ X̃2P(s2
lps

2
bp

3) transition.70

The absorption maximum of �OH(aq), however, is shifted to
230 nm (5.4 eV),71–74 much too large to be a non-specific medium
effect (e.g., from the dielectric environment),70,73 although this
explanation has been suggested.75 More recently, the temperature
dependence of the �OH(aq) absorption spectrum was measured,76

showing that a weaker band at 310 nm grows in intensity at higher
temperature while the stronger band at 230 nm diminishes. The
transition at 230 nm was ascribed to a charge-transfer (CT)
transition from a hydrogen-bonded water molecule to the radical,
whereas the band near 310 nm was assigned to the localized
transition on the radical itself, analogous to the gas-phase transi-
tion at 307 nm.76

Theoretical studies of the spectroscopy of the hydrated �OH
radical have so far been limited to gas-phase cluster
studies.30,70,77–79 Excited states of the binary �OH(H2O) complex
have been reported using equation-of-motion coupled-cluster
(EOM-CC) calculations including connected triples (EOM-
CCSDT),30,70 and small clusters �OH(H2O)n have also been
studied using EOM-CCSD, up to n = 7.77,79 Excited states of a
single �OH(H2O)16 cluster have been reported using time-
dependent (TD-)DFT.77 Each of these studies confirms the
existence of a H2O - �OH transition whose intensity is
sensitive to orbital overlap,77 and which is suggested to be
responsible for the aqueous-phase absorption at 230 nm.
Chipman30 specifically ascribes the intense CT transition to
hemibonded configurations of the radical, which he suggests
might be rare in the liquid but which nevertheless dominate

the absorption spectrum of �OH(aq) by virtue of a very large
oscillator strength. So far, however, there are no condensed-
phase simulations of the absorption spectrum that might tie
this observable to the aforementioned structural ambiguities
surrounding the hemibonded coordination motif. Such studies
are reported here for the first time.

We report QM/MM simulations of �OH(aq) using a large,
periodic simulation cell and various density functionals ran-
ging from BLYP to hybrids (B3LYP and PBE0) and finally a
range-separated hybrid, LRC-oPBE.80 Hemibonded configura-
tions appear in each of these simulations, to a greater or lesser
extent that we will analyze. Ensemble-averaged absorption
spectra are then computed using TD-DFT in an effort to test
the aforementioned hypothesis, that hemibonded configura-
tions play an outsized role in the absorption spectrum of
�OH(aq).

2 Computational details
2.1 QM/MM simulations

All QM/MM simulations were performed using Q-Chem,81

v. 5.1. The QM region was described using either B3LYP,
PBE0, or LRC-oPBE in conjunction with the 6-31G* basis set
and the D3 dispersion correction.67 A range-separation parameter
o = 0.380 a0

�1 is used for LRC-oPBE, which is very close to the
‘‘tuned’’ values that are selected below based on the ionization
energy theorem.82 Trajectories were initiated from an equili-
brated liquid water trajectory by removing one hydrogen atom
near the center of the simulation cell and then performing energy
minimization prior to MD simulations.

Periodic boundary conditions were applied using a cubic
box of length L = 31.342 Å, containing 1023 water molecules
and one hydroxyl radical. This affords a density of 0.997 g cm�3,
matching liquid water’s density at T = 300 K. The QM region
was selected to match the smaller simulation cells used in
previous aiMD simulations (see Table 2), taking the N = 31
water molecules that lie within a radius of 5.8 Å of the radical.
The remaining water molecules are described using the TIP3P
force field.83 All simulations were performed under constant
NVT conditions using a Nosé–Hoover thermostat84 set to
T = 300 K. Initial velocities were sampled from a Maxwell–
Boltzmann velocity distribution at T = 300 K and then propa-
gated using the velocity Verlet algorithm with a time step of
42 a.u. (= 1.016 fs). The self-consistent field (SCF) guess was
regenerated at each time step in order to avoid energy drift
caused by violation of time-reversal symmetry.85 The SCF con-
vergence threshold was set to tSCF = 10�6Eh, sufficient for
energy conservation.85

Periodic boundary conditions were implemented using the
QM/MM-Ewald technique that we have previously described86,87

and applied to systems such as e�(aq).87,88 Periodic images of
the QM atoms are represented using ChElPG charges,89–91

derived from the QM electrostatic potential. For efficiency,
we use an implementation of the ChElPG algorithm based on
atom-centered Lebedev grids,86 with 50 angular points per
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radial shell. These shells begin at the atomic van der Waals
radius of each atom and extend for another 5 Å, in 0.3 Å
intervals. Separate Ewald splitting parameters are used to
describe the MM/MM and QM/MM interactions. Following
previous work,86,87 the Ewald splitting parameter ZMM for the
MM/MM interactions is taken to be ZMM = 2C/L where

C = [�ln(tSCF/Eh)]1/2. (1)

With tSCF = 10�6Eh, this affords ZMM = 0.237 Å�1. An optimal
splitting parameter ZQM for the QM/MM interactions is
estimated using the equation86,87

2CL3ZQM
3

p3=2
þ
L2ZQM

2

p1=2
� LZQM � 2C ¼ 0; (2)

from which we obtain ZQM = 0.0566 Å�1.
We simulate 5 ps trajectories but exclude from the analysis

the first 0.5 ps, during which the temperature equilibrates (see
Fig. S1, ESI†). We also exclude any portion of the trajectory
where the radical approaches the QM/MM boundary, or where
there is significant penetration of MM water molecules into the
QM region. In principle, this could be avoided through the use
of adaptive-partitioning QM/MM boundary conditions,92 but
would greatly increase both the complexity and the cost of the
simulations. Alternatively a confining potential could be added
to the QM/MM interface,93 at the risk of introducing artifacts in
the local solvation structure. We have chosen not to apply these
techniques, which limits our trajectories to 4–5 ps in duration.

2.2 Absorption spectrum

Absorption spectra were computed by extracting 80–100 snap-
shots from each trajectory, separated by 50 fs intervals. From
each snapshot, a TD-DFT/MM calculation was prepared in the
following way. First, a 3 � 3 supercell was formed from the
periodic simulation cell, and from that supercell a QM region
extending to a radius of 5.5 Å around the �OH was selected,
containing 30–34 water molecules. The remaining atoms in the
supercell were represented by MM point charges. TD-DFT
calculations were performed within the Tamm–Dancoff
approximation.94

At each snapshot, we first compute a vertical excitation
spectrum consisting of the lowest 15 excited states, whose
oscillator strengths are given by

f0n ¼
2meo0n

3�h

� � X
k¼x;y;z

jhC0jk̂jCnij2 (3)

where o0n = (En � E0)/h�. We then apply Lorentzian broadening
(with a width of 0.2 eV) to each vertical transition, and weight
each transition by its oscillator strength f0n. Finally, an
ensemble-averaged spectrum is obtained by averaging these
individual broadened spectra.

Four different functionals are tested for the TD-DFT calcula-
tions, in conjunction with the 6-31++G* basis set. These include
the BH&HLYP functional, which Chipman found to afford
satisfactory agreement with EOM-CCSDT benchmarks for the
�OH(H2O) complex,70 and also CAM-B3LYP.95 Anticipating an
important CT transition, we have used two long-range corrected

(LRC) functionals, namely, LRC-oPBE80 and LRC-mBLYP,96,97

each of which exhibits proper asymptotic behavior for a well-
separated electron and hole. Range-separation parameters
(o or m) were tuned separately for each of the trajectories,
using the ‘‘optimal tuning’’ (OT) procedure82 in an ensemble-
averaged way. Specifically, we use 8–10 well-separated snap-
shots to find the value of o that best satisfies the condition

IE(o) = �eSOMO(o) (4)

in an average way for all snapshots. (The quantity IE in this
equation denotes the ionization energy computed by a DSCF
procedure, and eSOMO is the Kohn–Sham eigenvalue for the
SOMO.) These tuned functionals are denoted OT-LRC-oPBE
and OT-LRC-mBLYP. For the prediction of CT energetics, the OT
procedure can inoculate the results against some of the
functional-to-functional variations that would otherwise be
observed when off-the-shelf functionals are used to examine
excited states with CT character.98

3 Structure of �OH(aq)

We will divide the discussion of our results into two parts.
In this section, we discuss structural aspects of the aqueous
hydroxyl radical and compare to previous work. The absorption
spectroscopy, which is carried out for the aqueous phase for the
first time, is discussed in Section 4, where we connect the
spectroscopy back to the structural motifs (hemibond versus
hydrogen bond) that are discussed here. Throughout this
discussion, the atoms of the hydroxyl radical are indicated as
O* and H*.

3.1 Radial distribution functions

Fig. 2 compares the RDFs g(rO*O) from the various simulations.
These are computed using a bin width of 0.05 Å using the
snapshots from the post-equilibration period. (See Fig. S5–S7,
ESI† for convergence tests, using both additional trajectories as
well as different subsets of the data, demonstrating that the

Fig. 2 Comparison of RDFs g(rO*O) for �OH(aq), where O* indicates the
hydroxyl oxygen. Results were obtained from QM/MM simulations using
three different density functionals.
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first solvation shell in these RDFs is converged with respect to
sampling.) As discussed in previous work,6,8,9,12,16,20,21 the
quantity g(rO*O) plays an important role in identifying the
presence or absence of a hemibonded configuration, with a
sharp peak around rO*O E 2.3–2.4 Å indicating that the hemi-
bond exists as the predominant structure rather than as a
rare event or fluctuation.8 In the B3LYP+D3 and PBE0+D3
simulations reported here, this peak appears to be present
but is not nearly so pronounced as it is in previous studies
that report a hemibonded structure.8,12 Especially in the case of
our PBE0 simulations, the hemibonded feature appears as a
shoulder that is partially subsumed into a larger peak centered
at rO*O E 2.6–2.7 Å that represents the ever-present HO�� � �H2O
hydrogen bonds.

In the LRC-oPBE+D3 simulation, however, there is no
evidence for a distinct feature in the RDF that might corre-
spond to a hemibond. It is possible that it could be obscured by
the hydrogen-bonding peak, which is much broader in the case
of LRC-oPBE+D3 than it is for the other two functionals,
indicating a less structured liquid. Based on calculations for
binary HO�� � �H2O complexes, Chipman30 has suggested that
the hemibond could be characterized by a broad distribution of
O*� � �O distances, roughly rO*O E 2.38–2.92 Å as indicated in
Fig. 1. If a hemibonded configuration does exist in the LRC-
oPBE+D3 simulations but is characterized by a slightly larger
value of rO*O than in other simulations, it is possible that this
feature could hide underneath the larger distribution of
hydrogen-bonded O*� � �O distances. Below, we will introduce
definitions of the hemibond that are based not just on geometrical
structure but also on examination of the spin density, which suggest
that hemibonded configurations do exist in the LRC-oPBE+D3
simulation although they are a minority population.

To investigate the extent to which the fraction of exact
exchange plays a role in the presence or absence of this
hemibonded shoulder in g(rO*O), we have also run a few shorter
trajectories with the BLYP+D3 and BH&HLYP+D3 functionals,
and with dispersion-corrected Hartree–Fock theory (HF+D3).
The resulting O*� � �O RDFs are provided in Fig. S3 of the ESI.†
For BLYP+D3, the hemibonded peak at rO*O E 2.3 Å is much
more pronounced than it is even in the B3LYP+D3 simulation
(Fig. S3a, ESI†) and is consistent with the BLYP results reported
by VandeVondele and Sprik, prior to application of the SIC.8

In contrast, simulations with BH&HLYP+D3 (with 50% exact
exchange) and HF+D3 afford RDFs that are very similar to those
obtained with LRC-oPBE+D3; see Fig. S3b (ESI†). Together,
these comparisons hint that the hemibonded feature observed
in our B3LYP+D3 and PBE0+D3 simulations may stem from
SIE, despite the fact that these are hybrid functionals.

It is also worth noting that our B3LYP+D3 and PBE0+D3
results disagree with recent aiMD simulations that were
reported using the same functionals,21 in which no feature at
small rO*O is observed. Simulations reported in ref. 21 used a
periodic cell containing N = 31 water molecules, and may
therefore be subject to finite-size artifacts. If so, then it is
notable that such artifacts induce the formation of a hemi-
bonded structure when GGA functionals are employed

(as documented in ref. 12), but disrupt the hemibond when
hybrid functionals are employed. We have no further explana-
tion for these discrepancies except to note that it is clear from
our own simulations (Fig. 2) that the distribution of hydrogen
bond lengths is sensitive to the choice of functional and that
depending on the details of this distribution, the hydrogen-
bonding peak in g(rO*O) may obscure the hemibonded peak,
partially if not fully. Indeed, we will document below that
hemibonded structures are present even in the LRC-oPBE+D3
simulations that we report (although they are a minority
population), despite the absence of any distinct feature in
g(rO*O) that would indicate their presence.

The comparison among the oxygen–hydrogen RDFs is also
important, specifically to characterize the strength of �OH as a
hydrogen-bond donor or acceptor. Fig. 3 compares the three
different types of oxygen–hydrogen RDF: H� � �O*, H*� � �O, and
H� � �O. (The PBE0+D3 results are similar to the B3LYP+D3
results and can be found in Fig. S4, ESI.†) As compared to
the H� � �O distribution, which measures the distribution of
water–water hydrogen bond lengths, the first peak in the
H*� � �O distribution appears at a shorter distance, suggesting
that the radical is a better hydrogen-bond donor as compared
to a water molecule. However, the strength of �OH as a

Fig. 3 Comparison of different oxygen–hydrogen RDFs obtained from
(a) B3LYP+D3 versus (b) LRC-oPBE+D3 simulations. Covalent bonds have
been excluded from the averaging so that g(rOH) represents the RDF for
hydrogen bonds only.
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hydrogen-bond acceptor differs in the two simulations shown
in Fig. 3, as becomes apparent in comparing the H� � �O* and
H� � �O distributions. According to B3LYP+D3 results, hydroxyl is
a comparable hydrogen-bond acceptor as compared to water, as
the first solvation-shell structure of g(rHO*) is almost identical
to that of g(rHO). In contrast, for the LRC-oPBE+D3 simulation,
�OH is slightly less active as a hydrogen-bond acceptor
(in comparison to a water molecule), as here the first maximum
in g(rHO*) is peaked at a larger value of r and is much less
intense as compared to g(rHO). Comparing the two simulations,
one can say that the distribution of O–H� � �O* hydrogen bonds
is much less structured in the LRC-oPBE+D3 simulation.

It is worth noting that the more structured B3LYP+D3 results
presented here for oxygen–hydrogen RDFs are generally in
agreement with previous aiMD simulations using the GGA
functional BLYP in small simulation cells.8,9 In contrast,
BLYP-SIC results8 more closely resemble our LRC-oPBE+D3
results. As noted above, this suggests a very subtle interplay
between simulation size, self-interaction, and the fraction of
exact exchange.

3.2 Counting hydrogen bonds

To further investigate the local solvation structure and
hydrogen-bonding network around the radical, we quantify
the number of water� � �hydroxyl hydrogen bonds at each time
step by taking the nearest five water molecules to the �OH and
using an angle-dependent distance cutoff,99,100

rcut(y)/Å = �0.00044(y/deg)2 + 3.3, (5)

to determine whether a hydrogen bond exists or not. Here, y is
the angle between the rOO and rOH vectors. For angles y r 501,
we judge that a hydrogen bond exists if rO*O r rcut. Histograms
of the number of hydrogen bonds determined in this way are
reported in Fig. 4. Fitted probability distributions are super-
imposed on each histogram. (Results for the three functionals
are superimposed on one another in Fig. S12, ESI.†)

For both the B3LYP+D3 and PBE0+D3 simulations, the
average number of hydrogen bonds in the first solvation shell
is hni = 3, which is also the most probable number. Of these
three hydrogen bonds, the one where the radical acts as
the hydrogen donor is very stable during the dynamics. In the
other two (more fluxional) hydrogen bonds, the O* acts as

the acceptor. There is also a fourth water molecule that forms a
hemibond with the �OH for more than half of the snapshots. To
check whether this seemingly itinerant fourth water molecule
might be an artifact of the cutoff criterion used in eqn (5), we
increased the cutoff from 3.3 to 3.4 Å. This modification alters
the (already small) number of structures with n = 4 hydrogen
bonds by o2%, suggesting that the distributions in Fig. 4 are
reasonably stable with respect to the cutoff criterion.

The LRC-oPBE+D3 results are somewhat different, with
n E 2 hydrogen bonds on average but a broader distribution
as compared to those observed using the global hybrid func-
tionals. The H*-donor hydrogen bond persists in simulations
with the range-separated hybrid, so the difference is approxi-
mately one fewer hydrogen bonds in which O* acts as an
acceptor. Because the first solvation shell of �OH contains
E4 water molecules, this means that two of these molecules
remain uncoordinated to the radical, on average, although we
observe intermittent structures where one of these forms a
hemibond with the radical. Consistent with the RDFs discussed
above, this counting of the hydrogen bonds suggests that the
local solvation environment around �OH is less structured in
the case of LRC-oPBE+D3 than it is for either PBE0+D3 or
B3LYP+D3 and in fact the former closely resembles results
obtained by VandeVondele and Sprik using the BLYP-SIC
functional.8 In contrast, the distribution of hydrogen bonds
obtained from the two global hybrid functionals closely
matches with previously-reported BLYP results.6–9

3.3 Hemibond formation

Given the differences in local solvation structure obtained
using different functionals, we next examine some correlated
joint probability distributions between geometric parameters,
in an effort to provide some range of parameters that might
characterize hemibonded structures. Chipman30 has previously
offered such suggestions, which are given in Fig. 1, but these
were based on calculations for the binary HO�� � �H2O complex
and may not be fully transferable to the condensed phase. In
Fig. 5 and 6, we examine correlations between the geometrical
parameters rO*O, a, and w (as defined in Fig. 1), in the form of
two-dimensional joint probability distributions. (We use the
water molecule closest to the radical in order to define these

Fig. 4 Histograms for the number of hydrogen bonds to �OH, considering the nearest five water molecules to the radical, for simulations performed
using (a) B3LYP+D3, (b) PBE0+D3, and (c) LRC-oPBE+D3. Black curves are fits to the normalized probability distributions.
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parameters.) The distributions in Fig. 5 and 6 are based on
400–500 snapshots separated in time by 10 fs intervals.

Two-dimensional distributions in rO*O and a are shown in
Fig. 5. A bimodal probability distribution is obtained for each
of the three functionals that we examine in detail, which is
similar for the B3LYP+D3 and PBE0+D3 functionals but some-
what different for LRC-oPBE+D3. For the former, the most
probable parameters are rO*O r 2.5 Å and 701 r a r 1101,
which looks like the classic hemibond as suggested by
Chipman30 (see Fig. 1). The second feature in the probability
distribution for these functionals appears between rO*O = 2.5 Å
and rO*O = 2.7 Å, with ao 401, and is characteristic of hydrogen
bonding with �OH as the donor. The latter (hydrogen-bonded)
feature remains roughly similar in simulations performed
using LRC-oPBE+D3, although the distribution of angles a is
somewhat wider, consistent with a solvation environment that
is less structured overall. The most significant difference rela-
tive to the B3LYP+D3 and PBE0+D3 simulations, however,
occurs in the region 701 r a r 1101. Here, the probability
distribution with rO*O = 2.5 Å is diminished almost to zero,
consistent with the lack of any feature in g(rO*O) at smaller values
of rO*O than the hydrogen-bonding peak. Moreover, regarding the
joint (rO*O,a) probability distribution in Fig. 5c, the boundary
between the large- and small-a features in the distribution is not
as sharp as it was in the case of B3LYP+D3 or PBE0+D3.

Joint distributions in (a,w) are plotted in Fig. 6. Here, the
distributions obtained using B3LYP+D3 and PBE0+D3 are

weakly bimodal, with features that are labeled ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’ in
Fig. 6. The far more significant peak is feature 1, appearing in
the region where 701 r a r 1101 and 701 r w r 1201, whereas
feature 2 is much fainter and is characterized by a o 301 and
1001 r w r 1301. The latter is not a minor feature in the LRC-
oPBE+D3 simulations, however, but is comparable to feature 1.
Based on Chipman’s criteria for the hemibond (Fig. 1), it seems
likely that feature 1 results predominantly from hemibonded
configurations while feature 2 arises from hydrogen-bonded
configurations. This is interesting in view of the fact that both
features are prominent in the LRC-oPBE+D3 simulation,
whereas other considerations have pointed (perhaps) to less
hemibonding in the solvation structure obtained using this
functional. Comparison to the (rO*O,a) distributions in Fig. 5
suggests that because feature 2 is characterized by ar 301, it is
also likely characterized by rO*O 4 2.5 Å, making it difficult
to ascribe hemibonding character to this feature in the (a,w)
distributions.

Based on analysis of the B3LYP+D3 and PBE0+D3 data,
suitable geometric criteria for the hemibond appear to be
rO*O o 2.5 Å, 701 r a r 1101, and 701 r w r 1201, although
the range for w is a rougher estimate because some hydrogen-
bonded water molecules do attach to �OH with similar values
of w. (One-dimensional probability distributions in w do not
exhibit any clear separation into hydrogen-bonded and hemi-
bonded parts; see Fig. S15, ESI.†) However, the geometrical
analysis attempted in this section has exposed some ambiguities,

Fig. 5 Two-dimensional joint distributions of rO*O and a, for simulations using (a) B3LYP+D3, (b) PBE0+D3, and (c) LRC-oPBE+D3. These geometrical
parameters are defined in Fig. 1.

Fig. 6 Two-dimensional joint distributions of a and w (as defined in Fig. 1), for simulations using (a) B3LYP+D3, (b) PBE0+D3, and (c) LRC-oPBE +D3. The
two prominent features are labeled ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’ for convenient reference in the text.
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especially concerning hemibonding in the LRC-oPBE+D3
simulations. In an attempt to resolve these, and to formulate a
cleaner definition of hemibonding, we next look for an electronic
rather than a geometrical definition.

3.4 Spin charge distribution

VandeVondele and Sprik8 showed that the distribution of
spin charges (obtained via Mulliken analysis applied to the
spin density ra � rb) is useful to investigate hemibonding.
Specifically, the sum sOH of the spin charges on the O* and H*
provides a measure of ‘‘spin leakage’’ (delocalization of the
unpaired electron) onto the neighboring water molecules, as
indicated by values sOH o 1. We expect this leakage to be
more pronounced for hemibonded structures with their char-
acteristic three-electron bond. At the same time, artificial spin
leakage is also a signature of SIE. In an attempt to use sOH to
obtain a consistent electronic definition of the hemibond,
we will analyze all snapshots from the different simulations
using a common density-functional approach, namely OT-LRC-
oPBE+D3, although we tune this functional separately for each
simulation. (This will be discussed in detail in the context of
the electronic spectroscopy, in Section 4.)

Histograms of sOH from different trajectories are plotted in
Fig. 7, normalized to unit area so that they may be interpreted
as probability distributions. Each distribution is bimodal
(albeit only weakly so in the LRC-oPBE+D3 case), with one
peak around 0.85e and the other around 0.95e (or 0.87e and
0.97e in the case of LRC-oPBE+D3). We associate the first of
these peaks, corresponding to greater spin leakage, with hemi-
bonded configurations, which is confirmed by joint probability
distributions in rO*O and sOH (Fig. S17, ESI†), indicating that the
distribution centered at the smaller value of sOH is associated
with rO*O o 2.5 Å, whereas the other feature, corresponding to
the radical center being almost entirely localized on the �OH
moiety, is primarily associated with rO*O = 2.5–2.7 Å. We note
that the fraction of the snapshots corresponding to the hemi-
bonded feature decreases in the order

B3LYP+D3 4 PBE0+D3 4 LRC-oPBE+D3,

from E40% of the total for B3LYP+D3 to E10% for LRC-
oPBE+D3, suggesting the same trend for the relative population

of the hemibonded species. Similar behavior is observed upon
going from simulations with BLYP to those with BLYP-SIC.8 For
the LRC-oPBE+D3 simulation, the joint probability distribution in
(rO*O,sOH) is peaked strongly around rO*O = 2.65 Å and sOH = 0.97e
(see Fig. S17c, ESI†), with only a faint tail corresponding to smaller
values of sOH and shorter values of rO*O.

The question arises whether these hemibonded configura-
tions constitute inherent structures,101 or are instead fluctua-
tions that are only accessed transiently, perhaps representing
saddle points or unstable minima on the underlying potential
energy surface. To address this, we took a few snapshots from
the B3LYP+D3 and PBE0+D3 simulations and quenched them
using a few hundred steps of QM/MM energy minimization
with periodic boundary conditions. No significant change in
the value of sOH is observed over the course of the optimiza-
tions, as shown for several examples in Fig. S11 (ESI†).
It therefore appears that the hemibond is indeed an inherent
structure of �OH(aq), rather than an energetic saddle point that
is accessed only fleetingly.

4 Electronic spectroscopy
4.1 Ensemble-averaged results

Based on EOM-CCSDT calculations performed on binary
HO�� � �H2O complexes, Chipman30,70 has suggested that the
feature around 5.4 eV (230 nm) in the absorption spectrum of
�OH(aq) arises from a CT transition whose oscillator strength is
E10� larger in hemibonded configurations than it is in
hydrogen-bonded structures. This result was not affected in
any meaningful way by the addition of a continuum solvation
model.70

Here, we compute the absorption spectrum of �OH(aq) in
full atomistic detail using TD-DFT. As described in Section 2.2,
these calculations are carried out within a QM/MM formalism
using four different functionals and the 6-31++G* basis set.
Fig. 8 shows a comparison of the spectra thus obtained.
Absorption maxima are listed in Table 3, which also provides
the optimally-tuned range separation parameters for each
functional. Spectra for different trajectory simulations are
computed using the same set of functionals, but the LRC-oPBE
and LRC-mBLYP functionals are tuned separately for each

Fig. 7 Histograms for the total spin charge sOH on the �OH moiety, for simulations performed using (a) B3LYP+D3, (b) PBE0+D3, and (c) LRC-oPBE+D3.
The spin charges are computed at the OT-LRC-oPBE+D3/6-31+G* level, with o tuned separately for each simulation. Black curves are fits to the
distribution, which can be interpreted as probability distributions for sOH.
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simulation so that the condition in eqn (4) is satisfied in an
average way for a given set of structural snapshots from the
same simulation.

Spectra from the OT-LRC functionals exhibit absorption
maxima of 4.5–4.8 eV, which represents a significant red-shift
with respect to the experimental maximum at 5.4 eV.71–74

Results with CAM-B3LYP are consistently E0.15 eV to the red
of the OT-LRC results, although we do not place much signi-
ficance on a shift of this magnitude, which is smaller than the
intrinsic accuracy of TD-DFT even in favorable cases.102 For
the B3LYP+D3 and PBE0+D3 trajectories, we also performed
TD-DFT calculations with the same functional that was used for
the QM/MM simulation itself, and these results lie significantly
to the red of the CAM-B3LYP spectrum, consistent with the

appearance of spurious, low-energy states involving CT either to
or from the solvent.103–105

In contrast to these results, all of which are red-shifted relative
to experiment, the BH&HLYP functional predicts absorption at
higher energies. In fact, TD-BH&HLYP spectra obtained from the
PBE0+D3 and B3LYP+D3 trajectories are a good match to the
experimental absorption maximum, as shown in Fig. S23 (ESI†).
This is not altogether surprising given that TD-BH&HLYP was
previously shown to match gas-phase EOM-CCSDT results for
HO�� � �H2O.30 For neat liquid water, TD-BH&HLYP calculations do
a good job of describing the band shape of the UV spectrum,
although the first peak is slightly blue-shifted (by E0.3 eV) in QM
regions with r5 water molecules.106 The shift is smaller and in
the opposite direction (0.1–0.2 eV, to the red) when comparably
small clusters are extracted from liquid simulations and TD-DFT
calculations performed using the LRC-mBOP functional96,97 with
m = 0.47 a0

�1.107,108 Thus, there is some precedent for the level of
agreement with the �OH(aq) spectrum that is observed in the
present calculations.

When applied to the LRC-oPBE+D3 trajectory, however,
TD-BH&HLYP calculations predict an absorption maximum
E0.6 eV higher than experiment. To the extent that the favorable
comparison between TD-BH&HLYP and EOM-CCSDT in binary
complexes may be carried over to larger hydrated �OH models
(and TD-BH&HLYP contains enough exact exchange to avoid
many of the spurious CT problems exhibited by functionals such
as B3LYP),109 this overestimation of the absorption maximum for
LRC-oPBE+D3 configurations may point to a too-small role for
hemibonded configurations in that particular simulation. This
will become more evident when we decompose the absorption
spectrum into contributions from hemibonded structures and
non-hemibonded structures, in Section 4.2.

Whereas the spectra in Fig. 8 are normalized, for direct
comparison to the vertical excitation spectra reported else-
where, we present the ensemble-averaged oscillator strength
distribution in Fig. S21 (ESI†), without normalization. For
B3LYP and PBE0 the oscillator strength at the absorption
maximum lies in the range 0.09–0.10, comparable to published
results for HO�� � �H2O,70 and 5–6� larger than the absolute
oscillator strength computed for LRC-oPBE at its absorption
maximum. Given the enhanced oscillator strength that is

Fig. 8 Ensemble-averaged absorption spectra for �OH(aq) computed
using TD-DFT with various functionals as indicated, for QM/MM trajectory
data obtained from (a) B3LYP+D3, (b) PBE0+D3, or (c) LRC-oPBE+D3
simulations.

Table 3 TD-DFT excitation energies (in eV) corresponding to the absorp-
tion maxima for �OH(aq) computed using various density functionals, for
three different QM/MM trajectories. Footnotes indicate the range-
separation parameters used in each case

TD-DFT
Trajectory

Functional B3LYP PBE0 LRC-oPBEa

B3LYP 3.285 — —
PBE0 — 3.496 —
CAM-B3LYP 4.434 4.400 4.351
OT-LRC-mBLYP 4.540b 4.550c 4.502d

OT-LRC-oPBE 4.644e 4.704f 4.877g

BH&HLYP 5.110 5.395 6.003

a o = 0.380 a0
�1. b m = 0.387 a0

�1. c m = 0.386 a0
�1. d m = 0.371 a0

�1.
e o = 0.383 a0

�1. f o = 0.382 a0
�1. g o = 0.369 a0

�1.
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associated with transitions from hemibonded geometries,30,70

this further suggests that hemibonded configurations are a
minority population in the LRC-oPBE+D3 trajectory, consistent
with other evidence documented above.

Examining the nature of the transitions that are responsible
for the �OH(aq) absorption spectrum, we find that the ones
with largest oscillator strength are CT excitations, 1b2(H2O) -
2pp(�OH). The donor orbital is the frontier lone pair of water
and the acceptor is the SOMO of the radical, in a hemibonded
arrangement. Analogous CT excitations from hydrogen-bonded
water molecules do appear but with much smaller oscillator
strengths. The lower absolute oscillator strength in the ensemble-
averaged spectrum obtained from LRC-oPBE+D3 trajectories
(Fig. S21, ESI†) is therefore consistent with the appearance of
fewer hemibonded configurations in that simulation, as com-
pared to the B3LYP+D3 and PBE0+D3 simulations.

Finally, we note that the presence of a high-energy shoulder
in some of the spectra in Fig. 8 hints at a higher-energy feature.
Experimentally, an additional (weak) transition is observed at lower
energy,76 and is attributed to a localized transition on �OH that is
the solution-phase analogue of the gas-phase Ã ’ X̃ transition.
In TD-DFT calculations of the kind reported here, however, where
numerous explicit solvent molecules are included in addition to the
chromophore, the oscillator strength is never converged on the
high-energy side of the spectrum, due to the use of a finite number
of excited states. In principle, this leading edge could be pushed to
higher energy by computing additional excited states, but the
relatively large number of water molecules in the QM region would
make it prohibitively expensive to resolve and converge features at
6–7 eV above the ground state. Where broad-band spectra are
required, a potentially cost-effective alternative is the ‘‘real-time’’
approach to TD-DFT,110 but this requires careful consideration of
boundary conditions for condensed-phase applications. In the
present work, we have not attempted to push the spectra beyond
what is shown in Fig. 8.

4.2 Spectral decompositions

The bimodal nature of the probability distributions for coordinates
rO*O and a, and for the �OH spin charge sOH, strongly suggests that
the trajectories consist mainly of two types of structures, hemi-
bonded and not hemibonded. This motivates us to attempt
a decomposition of the simulated absorption spectra into
contributions from each of these two populations, in order to test
Chipman’s idea that a minority population of hemibonded struc-
tures is primarily responsible for the absorption feature at 5.4 eV.30

Bimodal distributions of sOH can be separated by setting a
cutoff value around 0.90–0.92e (see Fig. 7), and rO*O distributions
can be separated with a cutoff of rO*O = 2.5 Å (see Fig. 5). For an
individual liquid configuration, we can estimate the absorption
maximum Emax as a weighted average of vertical excitation
energies,111,112

Emax ¼

Pn
i¼1

f0iEi

Pn
j¼1

f0j

; (6)

which allows us to construct joint distributions (sOH, Emax) and
(rO*O, Emax). The former is depicted for the B3LYP+D3 simula-
tion in Fig. 9, using the OT-LRC-oPBE functional to compute
n = 15 excited states. (Other distributions can be found in
Fig. S18 and S19, ESI.†) Using this distribution, we can examine
hypothetical scenarios in which the simulation is restricted to
particular values of sOH, and from Fig. 9 it is clear that the
restriction sOH r 0.92e affords an absorption maximum Emax E
4.7 eV. This is perfectly aligned with the absorption maximum
computed with the same functional when averaged over all
configurations; see Fig. 8a. The same is true for the PBE0+D3
simulation (see Fig. S18b, ESI†), but this analysis is more
ambiguous for the LRC-oPBE+D3 simulation (Fig. S18c, ESI†),
because there are very few snapshots with sOH r 0.92e.

That said, the largest oscillator strength obtained from
individual snapshots exhibit correlations with the instanta-
neous value of sOH that are obvious even for the LRC-oPBE+D3
simulation. Joint distributions (sOH, max{f0n}) are plotted in
Fig. 10, displaying these trends. Decreasing sOH, which signals
spin delocalization onto the water molecules (or in other words,
candidate structures for hemibonding) clearly correlates with a
larger values for the maximum oscillator strength. This is true
even for the LRC-oPBE+D3 simulation where the spin leakage
is smallest.

In view of this trend, we applied a cutoff sOH = 0.95e to
snapshots from each trajectory, in order to partition each spectrum
into contributions from hemibonded and non-hemibonded con-
figurations. These decompositions are shown in Fig. 11. For the
B3LYP+D3 and PBE0+D3 trajectories, 63% and 57% (respectively)
of the snapshots have sOH r 0.95e, but these configurations are
responsible for essentially the entire absorption spectrum. For the
LRC-oPBE+D3 simulation only 33% of the configurations have
sOH r 0.95e, nevertheless this minority population contributes
roughly equally to the spectral intensity alongside the 67% of
snapshots for which there is little or no spin leakage.

A similar analysis can be applied using rO*O to partition
the spectra, rather than sOH, and indeed a joint distribution

Fig. 9 Joint distribution of the spin charge on the hydroxyl moiety (sOH)
versus the absorption maximum Emax. Calculations were performed using
the OT-LRC-oPBE functional on geometries obtained from QM/MM
simulations using B3LYP+D3.
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(rO*O, sOH) shows strong correlation between the two as shown
in Fig. S17 (ESI†). Snapshots with rO*O r 2.5 Å are generally
associated with sOH r 0.95e, and restricting the averaging to
only those snapshots with rO*O r 2.5 Å retains approximately
the same absorption maximum as unrestricted averaging
(Fig. S19, ESI†). Spectral decompositions, according to whether
rO*O is greater than or less than 2.5 Å, are shown in Fig. S24
(ESI†) and the results of this partition closely resemble what is
shown in Fig. 11. Specifically, for the two global hybrid func-
tionals, nearly the entirety of the oscillator strength is carried
by configurations with rO*O r 2.5 Å, whereas for the LRC-
oPBE+D3 simulation this is a minority population but is still
responsible for approximately half of the integrated oscillator
strength.

5 Conclusions

We have reported on QM/MM simulations of �OH(aq) using
various hybrid and range-separated hybrid functionals. Hemi-
bonded structures of the radical appear as one of the main
solvation motifs for simulations using B3LYP+D3 or PBE0+D3,
as indicated by oxygen–oxygen RDFs and by analysis of the spin
density, which is more delocalized in hemibonded configura-
tions. This is a different conclusion than was reached in recent
aiMD simulations of �OH(aq) using the same functionals,21

where no hemibonded configurations are reported at all.

The theoretical framework is somewhat different in the present
work, nevertheless this disparity remains a subject for further
investigation.

For QM/MM simulations using LRC-oPBE+D3, hemibonded
configurations are significantly suppressed but not absent.
Shorter trajectories at the BLYP+D3, BH&HLYP+D3, and
HF+D3 levels of theory highlight the profound impact of exact
exchange on the structure of the solvated radical. Simulations
using the GGA functional BLYP+D3 exhibit a pronounced
shoulder in g(rO*O) at small values of rO*O, a feature that has
long been taken as the signature of a hemibond.8 This feature
is present, albeit less pronounced, in the B3LYP+D3 and
PBE0+D3 trajectories but is absent for other functionals con-
sidered here. Even for trajectories where this feature is absent,
however, we nevertheless observe a strong correlation between
oscillator strengths computed for the low-energy excited states
and the spin charge sOH on the �OH moiety. This suggests that
in all of the simulations, ‘‘spin leakage’’ (delocalization) onto
the water molecules is associated with enhanced absorption at
UV wavelengths.

Ensemble-averaged absorption spectra of �OH(aq) were
computed from the aforementioned trajectories using a variety
of TD-DFT approaches. Notably, TD-BH&HLYP calculations
have previously been shown to afford good agreement with
benchmark transition energies for the binary HO�� � �H2O
complex.30 In the present work, this functional affords the best
agreement with the experimental absorption maximum when

Fig. 10 Joint distribution of the spin charge on the hydroxyl moiety (sOH) versus the largest oscillator strength (max{f0n}), for QM/MM simulations
performed using (a) B3LYP+D3, (b) PBE0+D3, and (c) LRC-oPBE+D3.

Fig. 11 TD-DFT absorption spectra computed using the OT-LRC-oPBE functional and separated into two contributions according to the value of the
spin charge on the hydroxyl moiety, sOH. Results are shown for (a) the B3LYP+D3 trajectory, (b) the PBE0+D3 trajectory, and (c) the LRC-oPBE+D3
trajectory.
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the underlying solvent configurations are taken from simula-
tions using the B3LYP+D3 and PBE0+D3 functionals. In contrast,
TD-BH&HLYP calculations overestimate the experimental absorp-
tion maximum by E0.6 eV when applied to the LRC-oPBE+D3
trajectory, suggesting that the paucity of hemibonded structures
in the latter leads to an artificial blue-shift in the spectrum.

Chipman30 has suggested that the absorption band of
�OH(aq) at 230 nm (5.4 eV), which is strongly blue-shifted from
the absorption maximum of gas-phase �OH (at 307 nm or
4.0 eV), is a result of solvent-to-radical CT bands whose oscil-
lator strengths are quite large compared to those for excitations
localized on the radical, with the radical-localized transitions of
�OH(aq) closer to the gas-phase absorption energy. In the
present work, we evaluated this hypothesis by partitioning
the ensemble-averaged spectra in several ways, according to
thresholds applied to either the spin charge sOH, which affords
an electronic definition of the hemibond, or else to the distance
rO*O, which provides a geometric definition. By either defini-
tion, nearly the entire oscillator strength of the spectrum
simulated using either B3LYP+D3 or PBE0+D3 trajectories is
carried by hemibonded configurations of the radical. For the
LRC-oPBE+D3 simulations, such configurations represent a
minority species but are still responsible for approximately half
of the integrated oscillator strength.

The hypothesis put forward by Chipman therefore appears
to be on very solid footing, despite lingering questions
regarding the prevalence of the hydroxyl-water hemibond.
Whereas optical spectroscopy following pulse radiolysis has
been used to identify sulfur–sulfur hemibonds in solution-
phase cation radicals,36–39 the situation is more complicated
when the radical in question is a byproduct of solvent
radiolysis. Our analysis suggests that the UV spectrum of
�OH(aq) is insufficient to differentiate between various DFT-
based simulations that predict a persistent and pervasive
hemibonded motif, versus those where the hemibond is a
minor population. It is unclear what other experimental obser-
vable might be able to differentiate between these cases.
Resonance Raman spectroscopy might be a possibility, insofar
as the radical exhibits an electronic transition that is isolated
from the neat solvent, while vibrational spectroscopy has
recently been used to identify sulfur–sulfur hemibonds in
(H2S)n

+ clusters32,33 and (CH3SH)2
+.35 In the aqueous phase,

resonance Raman experiments were instrumental in identifying
the solvation motif of e�(aq).29,88,113

On the theoretical side, further work is necessary to ascer-
tain whether the hemibond is a self-interaction artifact (as has
long been the conventional wisdom),8 or whether finite-size
effects may affect this conclusion (as has recently been
demonstrated).12 A third possibility is that a delicate interplay
between these two effects can alter the structure of �OH(aq);
indeed, the present simulations suggest that the energetics of
the hemibond are sensitive to both factors, and that the true
physical structure of the aqueous radical may lie near an
inflection point in the space of simulation parameters. In that
case, relatively minor modifications to the computational
protocol might manifest as dramatically different predictions

for the solvation structure. This is not without precedent for an
aqueous radical.29,114–116 Additional simulations are planned to
address this issue.
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